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Healthcare 

Technology to 

Increase Payer 

Profits

The challenge ahead for all 

payers: reduce costs and 

offer greater value. How are 

both possible? This ebook

explores how payers can 

use modern technology to 

meet the challenge.
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Fighting for Resources 
In Turbulent Times

For healthcare payers around the globe, 

the weight of economic pressures is 

getting heavier.

Policy battles are destabilizing individual markets. Aging 

populations need more care and attention. Regulators are 

incentivizing payers to use value-based payment models.

As payers strive to keep up with changing priorities, costs 

balloon out of control. Healthcare spending in the world’s 

largest economies are going up by as much as 7.5 percent 

between 2015 to 2020.1 In the US, health spending will take 

up nearly 20 percent of GDP by 2025.2
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The Urgency of Healthcare 
Transformation

Survival as the catalyst for change

For payer organizations to succeed in a precarious climate, 

they must be prepared to make transformative changes. In 

healthcare, transformation means improving the quality of 

care, prioritizing population health, and reducing the cost of 

providing care.

Digital technologies play a critical role in working toward 

these goals. Healthcare executives must be motivated not 

only to modernize IT systems, but also radically alter the way 

their organizations work, make decisions, engage with 

customers, use data, and much more.
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Product Innovation as Competitive 
Advantage

Focus on the consumer

Consumers are looking for products that meet their 

individual needs. They’re taking a more active role in 

managing their healthcare, and they won’t hesitate to 

switch health plans offering greater value. 

As new entrants threaten to snatch market share from 

established insurers, payers must compete with creative 

product offerings. Certain plan designs can also point 

members to lower-cost options. 
US GROUP TREND: More employers are offering CDHPs, 

a combination of health coverage with high deductibles 

and tax-preferred savings or spending accounts, 

according to the Employee Benefit Research Institute.4

strategy
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Higher Productivity —
Less Effort, Lower Cost 

Why does the healthcare industry lag in productivity 

compared to other industries? 

Because manual, paper-based processes are still the norm at too many health 

insurance companies. 

Routine claims no longer need a single human to be processed. With the right IT 

system, payers can automate tedious administrative tasks and cut manual 

intervention to a bare minimum. 

Healthcare payers can drastically increase productivity with straight-through 

processing and continuous processing (also known as trickle feeding). A claim, for 

example, gets processed from the moment it enters the system. An advanced system 

works 24/7—a stark contrast to the limits of legacy systems.

strategy

Each manual transaction 

costs providers and health 

plans approximately $3 more 

than each electronic 

transaction.5
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Win Big in the Cloud

Transitioning to the cloud gives payers freedom from 

administrative waste. 

By moving to a secure and elastic cloud infrastructure, organizations no longer need 

to spend resources on data center maintenance, hardware, and unnecessary IT 

labor. Payers can cut capital expenses and reallocate those funds to providing more 

value to patients and providers.

“Cloud computing converts 

fixed IT costs into variable 

costs and has proven to be 

a nimble tool.” 

—Jeff Rivkin
IDC Research Director

Payer IT Strategies9

strategy

Healthcare organizations leading 

in private cloud adoption:

• Nordics: 56% adoption rate 

• Germany: 55% adoption rate 

IDC7

By 2025, 25% of U.S. healthcare 

payer administrative systems will 

transition to a cloud (SaaS, BPaaS

or PaaS) environment. 

Gartner8
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Digitize for Stronger Connectivity, 
Maximum Efficiency, and Automation

Break free from old technology

In order to execute digital age business strategies, payer 

organizations need technologically advanced systems.

Healthcare payers can no longer rely on legacy systems 

developed over 20 years ago. Outdated systems run on 

manual data entry and IT labor. The older these systems get, 

the higher the cost to maintain and integrate with new 

applications. Meanwhile, sluggish IT systems put the 

organization further and further behind its agile competitors.

Consider the impact of exponentially increasing productivity 

far beyond human limits.

Modernizing IT can help payers boost 

profitability by:

▪ automating claims

▪ speeding up time to market 

▪ enabling product innovation

▪ adapting quickly to regulatory 

changes

▪ improving accuracy 

▪ ensuring transparency and 

traceability

technology
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What Does a Successful Digital 
Transformation Look Like?

These case studies illustrate how an advanced IT system impacts healthcare payers every day:

technology

A multinational health insurer manages 

the entire insurance process in 15

African countries with a single platform. 

Using the system’s multicurrency, 

multilanguage, multicountry

capabilities, the payer effectively serves 

international employers. Employees no 

longer need to migrate to company 

headquarters.

A government healthcare system in 

Latin America collects, manages, and 

distributes the state health fund 

online for 13.5 million members—all 

through a single platform.

These are only a few of the success stories nearly 600 healthcare payers and providers share because they rely on Oracle.

A nonprofit health insurer in the 

Netherlands processes 187 million 

claims every year, auto-adjudicating 

99.2 percent of them. The insurer 

saves $10 million in IT expenses and 

$24 million in operational claims.

industry solution capabilitiesstrategy technology
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Oracle’s Complete IT Solution to 
Transform Healthcare

Oracle understands the 

urgency healthcare payers 

face when it comes to 

controlling IT costs. 

Payers need to boost their business 

agility with modern IT systems, but 

they also need options that make 

sense financially.

With Oracle Health Insurance (OHI), 

healthcare payers can decide the best 

digital transformation approach for 

their organizations.

Payers can incrementally consolidate 

their systems through individual 

components one at a time.

Now payers can simplify and extend 

their existing IT environment, reducing 

the costs of system integration and 

custom coding. Ultimately, payers can 

lower their total cost of ownership and 

boost profitability.

solution

Oracle Health Insurance is a product 

line of best-in-class applications to 

manage core business processes for 

healthcare payers offering any line of 

business. Because of the system’s 

SOA-based architecture, every 

component can integrate with existing 

applications.

Oracle’s solution manages enrollment, 

benefits, claims adjudication, and 

every other step of the insurance 

process.

industry strategy technology solution capabilities
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Oracle Health Insurance
Cloud Services

Oracle offers the only application for 

healthcare payers designed from the 

ground up for cloud processing. 

Our offerings have evolved over the last two decades. Today, 

Oracle Industry Cloud serves more than 17,000 customers 

with more than 3 million end users spread across 100 

countries.

Oracle Health Insurance is available on-premises and on the 

cloud. 

With Oracle Health Insurance Cloud Services, payers benefit 

from:

▪ a single-tenant model, where each customer has its 

system installed in a logically segregated environment

▪ heightened security and compliance based on an ISO 

27000 framework

▪ data encryption

▪ a 24/7 Security Operations Center that monitors, logs, and 

responds to security events

▪ annual third-party reviews of physical and environmental 

controls 

solution

industry strategy technology solution capabilities
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One Platform For All Lines of Business

Scale up, consolidate systems, and forge 

ahead

In order for healthcare payers to pursue aggressive growth 

strategies, they need tech systems designed to adapt. IT 

complexities in the aftermath of a merger or acquisition, for 

example, can wreak havoc on operations and budgets.

Many large payers rely on Oracle because they want to scale 

without costly growing pains. They use Oracle’s advanced 

technology to help them add new lines of business, expand to 

new markets, manage huge increases in membership, and 

much more. 

capabilities

Oracle Health Insurance manages all 

lines of business from a single platform

.

COMMERCIAL

INDIVIDUAL

DENTAL

GOVERNMENT 

PROGRAMS

THIRD PARTY 

ADMINISTRATORS
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Create New Products and Launch 
Faster

Easy rules configuration. Skip the coding. 

Outdated systems typically require payers to devote costly 

resources and programming tools to create new products or 

version updates. Some require programmers to make 

changes to the source code, which slows down the entire 

process.

With Oracle’s solution, payers no longer have to go through 

this rigmarole every time they develop or modify a product. 

Oracle Health Insurance makes it easy for business users to 

rapidly create new products through flexible, rules-based 

configuration. 

capabilities

Set up workflows and 

rules with drag-and-

drop tools

Manage benefit 

plan variations 

with a central 

definition of 

health services

Create 

dashboards 

with library of 

data elements 

and tools

industry strategy technology capabilitiessolution
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Automate Value-based Payment Models

Reimbursing providers is 

becoming more complicated 

as emerging payment models 

gradually replace traditional 

fee-for-service models. 

Governments across the globe are 

accelerating the shift, offering 

financial rewards for healthcare 

organizations that improve outcomes 

and reduce costs. According to S&P 

Global Ratings, about 40 percent of 

large employers are now incorporating 

value-based initiatives into healthcare 

plan design.6

Payers can use Oracle’s solution to 

accelerate all processes related to 

payments. Once a payment model 

is configured, all future 

calculations are automated. Users 

can also set up payment 

information to load into a separate 

accounting system. 

capabilities

New contract models focus on value, 

outcomes, and risk-sharing—models 

that aren’t as clear-cut as fee-for-

service. 

Oracle Health Insurance enables 

payers to implement almost any 

reimbursement scenario with built-in 

transparency and auditability.

STATE SURCHARGES

ACCOUNTABLE CARE

BONUS/INCENTIVE

CARE COORDINATION

CAPITATION
PAY FOR PERFORMANCE

BUNDLED PAYMENTS
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While healthcare payers worldwide 

share similar financial struggles 

and IT goals, each region has its 

unique needs. Multinational health 

insurers, in particular, need 

systems they can localize for one 

region while meeting the 

requirements of another. 

Oracle’s solution has multilanguage

and multicurrency capabilities 

available simultaneously. The system 

is able to translate boilerplate 

language as well as the content of 

every single configuration record.

Multilanguage and Multicurrency 
To Meet Global Needs 

For complicated scenarios, users can 

access exchange rate tables. For 

example, if a payer needed to price a 

claim in one currency, adjudicate the 

benefits in another currency, and pay 

the claim in yet another currency, 

Oracle’s solution can deliver without a 

hitch. 

National and regional boundaries no 

longer need to slow down operations. 

The largest multinational insurers can 

scale easily using one platform.

capabilities

All languages are stored in a translatable 

repository, which makes it easy for users 

to go back and forth between languages.

Users can also add additional currencies 

in Oracle Health Insurance. Every 

amount in the application is expressed 

as a combination of a value and a 

currency. 

industry strategy technology capabilitiessolution
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Why Oracle?

Healthcare payers need a technology partner with expertise and a 

proven track record in health insurance.

Among the hundreds of healthcare payers and providers that use Oracle applications 

are 10 of the top Fortune Global 500 healthcare organizations. 

Unlike any other IT vendor, Oracle is the only large-scale cloud provider that builds 

the entire stack in-house: hardware, firmware, software-defined networks, and 

business software. For Oracle customers, that opens up the broader Oracle 

ecosystem—the complete metal-to-application stack.

Oracle is also unique in its ability to bridge today’s on-premises investments with a 

cloud future. Oracle’s cloud-ready infrastructure uses the same architecture and 

technology stack on premises as in Oracle Cloud, so customers can modernize their 

architecture and futureproof their IT investments. 
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